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Softron Media Services provides Mac based ingest and playout systems. MovieRecorder 3 is 
Softron’s third generation ingest application.  It’s user interface is configurable depending on 
the number of inputs used.  Softron's playout applications (OnTheAir Video Express, 
OnTheAir Video and OnTheAir Video Live) provide playlist style playout control. 
!
Softron's products are used by broadcasters worldwide.  Organizations choose Softron 
because Softron products are modular, flexible, versatile and open. Religious broadcasters 
and Houses of Worship have recognized these value points and have implemented Softron 
products for recording, playback and for  time slipping worship services to accommodate 
congregations at satellite campuses.  
!
With a Mac based MovieRecorder /OnTheAir Video Express solution, main campus sermons 
are recorded onto a server and then are cued,  ready to be played when needed.  When using 
OnTheAir Video in lieu of the Express version,  text and/or  graphics and logos to be overlaid 
on top of the time slipped video. 
!
For single stream time slipping, the Macintosh is configured with either a dual headed SDI 
video card or two separate video I/O devices. If SDI video is not required, video cards that 
provide analog and/or HDMI input and output are available from video card vendors such as 
AJA, Blackmagic Design and Matrox.  A  dual headed Decklink Duo PCIe card from 
Blackmagic Design is the video card of choice for SDI video because it supports two 
independent SD or HD I/Os on one PCIExpress card. The “Duo” is installed into one of the 
slots in a Mac Pro )pre-late 2013 model) workstation or into a slot in a Thunderbolt expansion 
chassis.
!
Houses of Worship looking to repurpose existing Mac hardware can do so provided that their 
Macs have sufficient processing power and memory to accommodate simultaneous recording 
and playback as well as suitable storage.  
!
If not repurposing existing hardware, Softron recommends an Intel i7 equipped Mac mini with 
a built in second hard drive.  The Mac mini  connects to the Decklink Duo using either a 
Sonnet Technologies expansion chassis or a Sonnet xMac mini Server which houses the Mac 
mini and the Decklink Duo.  The Sonnet xMac mini Server is a 1U rackmountable chassis. A 
monitor or KVM is required to be connected to a server in order to run the software.
!
Softron's ingest and playback software are extremely easy to use.  Time slipping is only one 
of the many features that is available using this combination.  This White Paper deals only 
with the time slipping capabilities of the system.  More information about the capabilities of 
MovieRecorder and OnTheAir Video can be found on the Softron web site – http://
www.softron.tv .
!
When purchased as a complete system, the hardware, the “Mac,” is usually pre-configured by 
a Softron integration specialist. The Softron integration specialist will also configure the 
software.  When the Softron software is purchased separately and the configuration is done 
by the House of Worship, care must be taken to make sure that the video card or video device 
device is correctly installed and is recognized by the Mac operating system. While Softron 
recommends that all components, hardware and software, be purchased together at the same 
time, Softron recognizes that many organizations want to use existing equipment when 
possible.  In this case, the organization should consult with an integration specialist or with 
Softron to make sure that their hardware is suitable.
!!
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Configuring MovieRecorder   !
MovieRecorders Settings need to be configured the first time the software is used.  The 
software will retain the settings for future use so long as there are no other changes made to 
the system.


!!
If desired, the default name “Untitled Recording,” can be 
changed to something more appropriate simply by select 
the text and typing in the new name for the file to be 
saved. 
!!

!!!
Any number of video Sources (depending on the video 
devices connected) can appear on the left of the screen 
when the Sources tab is selected.  Since Time slipping 
requires at least two I/Os, one for input and one for 
output, the default sources list will show the devices 
attached.     Only one of these will be used for input, the 
other will be used for output.
!!!!!!!!!!!!
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When determining the video source,  the Video Mode 
should correspond to the output mode you will be 
using. It can be changed or selected by accessing the 
pulldown menu.
!!!!!!!!!

!!
The tab to the right of the Sources will allow the user to 
specify Destinations where the media will be recorded.  
Different locations can be specified by clicking on the 
Select button. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

When the Destinations>Select button is clicked on, a familiar Mac Finder window will open 
allowing you to select where you want to store the video file.
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!!
Note > It is possible to have multiple destinations where the captured 
media will be stored.  To add a second location, click on the “+” button 
after selecting the Destinations tab.   Please make sure that you have 
sufficient bandwidth to write to multiple destinations at the same time.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


 !
MovieRecorder 3 can record a permanent file that can be 
used later for editing.  Most Timeslipping is done just to 
postpone the live playback for a while and the resulting 
file created is not saved.  If this is the case, Loop 
Recording can be selected and a time set before the 
temporary file starts to be overwritten by new media.


!!!!!!!
The AV Preset pulldown menu in the Destination settings 
is used to specify the codec that will be used to 
compress the video and store it onto the drive.

Once that the Source and the Destinations have been 
identified using the tabs, they can be selected for each 
ingest amongst the Preview portals on the screen.  
(MovieRecorder 3 can have any number of sources - it 
just depends on how many I/Os are available.) If only one 
input device is checked in the Main window, the selection 
for input above the Preview portal will only show that one 
device.)
!!!!!
	 	 	 	 
!!!!
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The Destination selection is on the right hand 
side of the Preview portal.
!!!!!



!!
Note that the Stop, Pause and Record buttons will appear in the middle of the Preview portal. 


!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!
Configuring the Playout software !!!
OnTheAir Video Express' Preferences are selectable from the menu item titled Preferences 
under the OnTheAir Video Express menu item. 
!
There are a series of settings across the top of the Preferences.  The second selection is 
entitled Playback.

 

!!
This setting should correspond to the video standard setting in MovieRecorder.  When using a 
Blackmagic Design Duo, by selecting the HD 1080i/60 (NTSC) Video Standard, the Video 
Mode pull down will indicate Blackmagic HD 1080i 59.94 – 8 bit, the same as the Source 
setting in MovieRecorder.  The Audio Output drop down menu should correspond the the 
Video Output drop down menu selection. 


!
OnTheAir Video's Preferences settings look very similar to OnTheAir Video Express' settings:
!!
There are significant differences between the two applications.  OnTheAir Video provides 
Graphic Overlay capabilities as well as MIDI control.  It also uses Softron's Smart Playout 
Engine to resize and scale the video.  For Playlist playout, OnTheAir Video Express will 
perform exactly like OnTheAir Video except for Logo Overlay and 
!!
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Recording and Playing Out !
The Destination setting in MovieRecorder determines where the file will be stored once the 
Record button has been clicked on.  It is useful to open that folder prior to recording and 
playout just so the user knows where to find that file that will be time slipped.  
!
Once that folder is opened, the user can press the Record button in MovieRecorder and a file 
will appear in that folder while recording. 
!

!
That file can now be dragged from the Destination folder (titled Ingest in this example) and 
dropped into the OnTheAir Video Express Playlist. In the middle of the screen, the anticipated 
length, the Default Duration, of the clip will be displayed


!!
The user can then select it by clicking on the file in the playlist


!!
And play it by clicking on the start button in the Playback Controls.
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!
Once the play button has been selected, the elapsed time and the anticipated remaining time 
that the clip will play is displayed in the progress meter. 
 !!!!!
The larger Elapsed and Remaining displays will show these times when the values to be 
displayed are under an hour.
!
Should the user want to pause the time slipped playout for any reason, all that needs to be 
done is to click on the Pause button in the Control pane and the playback will pause until the 
Pause button is clicked on again. Care should be taken to not click on the Play button as that 
will restart the clip playback from the very beginning.


!
To insure that playout continues uninterrupted, the checkbox next to Hide Playback Controls 
should be selected. While the Playback Controls are hidden, the clip cannot be stopped, 
paused or restarted. This can be deselected to reveal the playback controls.  
!!!!!!!!!
Configuring Multiple outputs !
As pointed out above,  one of the advantages of using Softron's MovieRecorder and 
OnTheAir Video Express or OnTheAir Video for time slipping is its flexibility. This is particularly 
true when using a Mac Pro workstation, because the Mac Pro workstation usually has enough 
processing power and storage to accommodate not just one additional HD output but two 
additional HD outputs.   And it is extremely easy to add one or two additional playout 
channels.  However, this should be done by someone who is familiar with the Mac.  
!
For example, to add a second output channel, another video I/O must be added to the 
existing system as well as an additional OnTheAir Video Express or OnTheAir Video license.  If 
the user is using a Decklink Duo and there is another available slot in the system, another  I/O 
card is plugged into the available slot after turning off the system.  If the new I/O card is from 
Blackmagic Design, the user will not have to install any other Blackmagic Design software.  If 
the I/O card is from another video card manufacturer, then the software supporting that card 
for the Mac must be installed once the system is turned back on and the system will have to 
be restarted once again. Do this allows the new card card to be recognized.
!
The second OnTheAir Video Express or OnTheAir Video license needs to be configured very 
similarly to the way the first OnTheAir Video license was configured.  The best way to do this 
is to first deactivate the OnTheAir Video license.  The original activation license will be used to 
activate a new first instance of OnTheAir Video.  Once the license is deactivated, remove the 
OnTheAir Video application from the Applications folder.  Then, download the OnTheAir Video 
Dual Version from the Softron Downloads page.  
!
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!
Install the Dual version on the Mac by moving the new OnTheAir Video Express or OnTheAir 
Video folder which contains OnTheAir Video 1 and OnTheAir Video 2 into the Applications 
folder.  Launch OnTheAir Video 1.  Activate this first license using the original activation code 
entered for OnTheAir Video.  Launch OnTheAir Video 2 and enter the new license activation 
code.  Then check the Preferences for OnTheAir Video 1 and make sure that they are the 
same as before.  Then configure OnTheAir Video 2 by selecting the new video card or device 
from the menu.  
!
What has been described is a single ingest system that provides two independent outputs, 
i.e. each playback is individually controlled.  This allows the user to play out to two different 
remote locations using slightly different start times.  This would permit, for example, the 
playout of the service for the first off site venue to start 15 minutes after the start of the 
service on the main campus and the playout for the service for the second off site venue 
might start 30 minutes after the start of the service on the main campus.  
!!
Dual inputs and dual outputs !
It is also possible using a Mac Pro workstation to have two HD inputs as well as two HD 
outputs.  This would require either two Decklink Duos or one Decklink Quad.  Instead of using 
the Single version MovieRecorder, the Dual version of MovieRecorder must be downloaded 
from the MovieRecorder Downloads page.  Before the Dual licenses has finished 
downloading, the original MovieRecorder license should be deactivated as it will be reused.  
The original MovieRecorder application should be deleted from the Mac's Applications folder.  
Then the downloaded Dual version should be placed into the Applications folder and each 
MovieRecorder instance should be launched and set up.  The original activation should be 
used to license the first instance of MovieRecorder, the new license activation code should be 
entered for the second instance of MovieRecorder. 
!!
Other video formats !
What has been described above all relates to SD SDI and HD SDI.  Video cards from AJA, 
Blackmagic Design and Matrox are available that support other video formats as well.  
Unfortunately, video cards that support analog input and output usually only provide support 
for a single channel I/O. The same is true for cards that support HDMI.  It is therefore 
necessary to use two cards or two Thunderbolt devices or a combination thereof.  
!
A Mac based Softron solution for time slipping is one of most easily configurable systems 
available.  It is also one of the least expensive.  Systems costing 3 to 7 times the price do not 
offer much more in functionality.  Apple's ProRes video quality is one of the best ingest 
formats available.  Different codecs can be used and should be used if the systems 
processing power is insufficient to handle an HD HQ codec.  The choice is the users.  

 !!!!!!!!!!!!
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About Softron Media Services !
Softron Media Services, is headquartered in Brussels, Belgium.  Its US affiliate, Intelligent 
Broadcasting Solutions is based in Las Vegas, NV.  Softron has been providing Macintosh 
based video and audio solutions for 30 years. Softron applications are in use at small, midsize 
and large broadcasters throughout the world and have been used to broadcast everything 
from the World Cup and Beijing Olympics to single channel public service stations regular 
television programming. What distinguishes Softron Media Services is the company’s long 
dedication to providing the highest professional quality video support for Apple’s Macintosh 
platform. Softron Media Services’ applications offer intelligent and easy to use interfaces. 
Softron Media Services software applications are available online and by Apple ProVideo 
specialists throughout the world. Resellers are listed on the Softron Media Services’ website 
(http://www.softron.tv) Softron Media Services can be contacted at: 470, avenue Moliere, 
B-1050 Brussels, Belgium, Phone: +32 2 771 7371. For marketing and sales information 
about Softron Media Services products, please contact Mike Skibra, Softron Media Services 
Business Development Manager at +1 702 275 6353 or  sales@softron.tv
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